“The Legal Guide to NFA Firearms and Gun Trusts is a must-reference work for attorneys who draft trusts for clients wishing to acquire machine guns, suppressors, and other NFA firearms. Laypersons may also benefit from the work, which trudges through the labyrinth of ATF regulations in search of the Holy Grail of trust ownership of NFA firearms.”

- Stephen Halbrook, 2nd Amendment Lawyer, Author

The United States has a rich history surrounding the right to bear arms responsibly, beginning in the colonial era and progressing to today. The right to bear arms and governmental powers of registration and oversight have developed continuously since 1776 and will doubtlessly continue to do so.

The availability of guns has always been essential to freedom. It is every citizen’s duty to be vigilant and thoughtful with respect to all aspects associated therewith. This book is written to help individuals and advisors stay out of legal trouble when forming and operating gun trusts. It will also help owners, trustees, and beneficiaries safely store, handle, and operate Title II firearms.